ICE-CAVATION

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Dig all of the dinosaurs out of the ice!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
• 1 Bucket or Large Bowl
• Freezer Space
• Water
• Small plastic dinosaurs (or other toys)
• Spoons, scrapers, or other ice-chipping tools

INSTRUCTIONS:

Setup: Add a small amount of water and dinosaurs into your bucket, then freeze. Continue adding layers until the ice block is your desired size.

Playing the Game: Allow your bucket to thaw a little prior to gameplay, then dump out your ice block. Provide players with spoons or other ice-chipping tools. Then, players will chip away at the ice until all dinosaurs have been excavated!

Source: https://premeditatedleftovers.com/naturally-frugal-mom/ice-cavating-summer-fun-ice-blocks/